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Preface

This book has an unusual format in two respects:

Firstly, throughout the book links to the Internet provide access to an immense amount of
information dealing with the topic of this book. Images and texts were compiled by serious
people and many of them spent many years of scientific research to prove their point. The
evidence that in ancient times gods and deities were living on this planet is overwhelming.
This book's purpose is to furnish the key to understanding this evidence.

Secondly, the information is presented in form of a dialog. This format was very much in
use with ancient Greek philosophers. Mainly, it served to convey an easier and better
understanding of topics, which otherwise would have been hard to cope with. In view of
the controversial nature of the information presented and of the reluctance the average
reader might feel to accept it this probably is the right way to go.

This book deals with topics just about everybody knows. God, gods, superior beings and
stories of supernatural or miraculous happenings that are part of mythology all over the
world are common knowledge. Generally, it is assumed that everywhere at about the same
time humans had the need to invent gods. Nothing could be further from the truth.

Sophisticated pantheons of gods sprang up all over the world at the same time. Suddenly,
civilization began in 5 different locations. Great structures like temples and pyramids
were erected. Many of the still existing structures of such sites are so enormous that for
building them huge numbers of humans would have been needed. How major structures
supposedly were built with primitive tools by early humans while even with our modern
technology we would have a hard time to erect them is explained with arguments that are
naïve or downright stupid.

Another point frequently raised refers to the fact that some of these ancient structures were
erected in remote locations where there was no agricultural basis for sustaining a
population large enough to get the job done. Sometimes stones slabs weighing tens or
hundreds of tons were transported over great distances and it is generally assumed that
primitive early humans could do what we would have a hard time getting done, if we could
do it at all.

There is very much information about gods, mythological events and ancient structures
dating back to remote times. On the Internet every cradle of civilization is dealt with in
form of pictures and articles written by different people under many different aspects. This
wealth of information gives a very clear and convincing picture that in ancient times gods
really were living on this planet.

The format of this book provides an unusual but very effective method of presenting this
wealth of information. There is so much material about ancient times available that it is
impossible to integrate it into one book. Therefore, this book shows where on the Internet
pertinent information can be found for every one of the five centers where civilization
sprang up out of nowhere approximately 5,500 years ago.

The information can be retrieved from web sites or through keywords that lead to web sites
that deal with the topics discussed or mentioned in the book. In addition, there is the Corbis
web site where images can be viewed and/or downloaded. Each topic has up to 250 images
and for a minimal fee per download the reader can create his/her own image
library. Check the item numbers under "professional use". You also can use the image titles
as keywords to access further information on other sites.

There are thousands of pictures and thousands of pages of information. Many are excellent.
They tell of the gods of ancient times and often give detailed accounts who these gods were
and what they did. And yet nobody gives an explanation, which compellingly argues that
gods really existed. So far, nobody presented an over all picture, which could make clear
that all over this planet suddenly civilization appeared because there was an invasion from
space.

This book's purpose is to provide a coherent picture of these ancient times when gods were
a reality of life. This book intends to prove that much of mythology is actually history. To
convey an understanding of the information everyone finds readily available on the

Internet this book provides explanations about many things that are not common
knowledge. Decades of research went into this project, which turned up many fascinating
angles science would be at a loss to explain. Therefore, known facts are integrated with
scientific explanations, conjecture, assumptions and inspirations. That's why this book
could be called "science faction".

This book's is intended to be the key to understanding the information so abundantly
provided on the Internet, which clearly shows that indeed aliens from space invaded this
planet approximately 5,800 years ago and that they occupied this planet until 3,500 years
ago and then vanished. To explain why they came, where they came from and why and
how they disappeared is the purpose of this book.

Opening Dialogue

I = Interviewer
RA = Rich Anders

I:

Rich Anders, you say you are the man with the answers; the answers to what?

RA:

the answers to the most important questions of mankind.

I:

like what?

RA:

the origin of mankind, for instance.

I:

how come you have the answers?

RA:

well, one needs to study astrophysics, mythology, quantum physics, religion,
spirituality, ancient history and anthropology. To this one adds reading books by
great men with a vision like Immanuel Velikovsky and Erich von Daeniken.

I:

that's it?

RA:

not quite. One has to take known facts, piece them together in a way that they make
sense, add assumptions that fit the overall picture and garnish this structure of
thoughts with a touch of imagination. Like pieces in a puzzle eventually come
together to form a clear picture this method brings results, which are logical and
make sense.

I:

that sounds like very different kinds of knowledge have to be combined. How long
have you been doing this?

RA:

more than 25 years

I:

and now you think you have the pieces of your puzzle come together in a way as to
provide the answers to the mysteries of the ancient past?

RA:

I believe so.

I:

ok! Let's start getting answers. You mentioned the origin of mankind. I thought
anthropologists already have the answer to this question.

RA:

they don't. 50,000 years ago this planet experienced its first invasion from space.
The aliens brought humans with them and seeded them all over the planet. That's
why the fossil record of humans reaches back only this far.

I:

so modern man did not originate on this planet?

RA:

no. That's why the anatomy of modern man shows no direct links to earlier species
of native humanoids like the Neanderthals.

I:

who were the aliens? Where are they now?

RA:

at that time there was the first invasion by the gods. They were organized in family
clans and each clan had an animal as clan symbol Each clan had a specific territory
assigned. The population of this planet originated in these territories.

I:

so there really were gods and that's why animals are symbols of divinity like the
dragon in East Asia.

RA:

yes. The symbols of the other clans were the Tiger in India. The Eagle in the
Americas, the Bull in Crete and Mesopotamia and the Serpent in Egypt. But
religions were implemented only after the next invasion. When the gods had seeded
their humans they just left. Only the Serpent Clan left something else behind.

I:

what was that?
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RA:

the Sphinx.

I:

the what? I thought that it was built only thousands of years ago.

RA:

for a very long time the climate on the Giza Plateau has been very dry. Signs of
major erosion by water have alerted the scientific community that the Sphinx must
be much older than hitherto assumed.

I:

why did the Egyptian gods bother to build the Sphinx? This must have been a very
major job?

RA:

it was. But it was well worth it because the Sphinx established the dominance of the
Serpent Clan and its descendents over this planet.

I:

are you putting me on?

RA:

not at all. The gods knew about spirituality and how to use it. In later times it was
their tool to control and to subjugate the human population. The Sphinx was the
first structure built on this planet. The body was fashioned after the most powerful
animal on Earth, the Lion. The head bore the likeness of the leader of the Serpent
Clan. The mass and immense weight of the Sphinx translated into a massive
spiritual pattern Thus, the Serpent Clan had a perfect tool patiently waiting for its
masters to return and to take over the planet.

I:

that's incredible.

RA:

to you it is. But if you understand spiritual laws and mechanisms it makes perfect
sense.

I:

what happened after humans were planted on this planet?

RA:

the humans were left to themselves to evolve. They did well and in the course of
time they eliminated all native humanoids like the Neanderthals.

I:

what about the gods?

RA:

they did not do so well. The gods fought for supremacy over their home planet.
Eventually, incessant fighting had left only a few clans Then the strongest of the
clans prepared for a change of dimensions. Had it worked the other clans would
have been annihilated. Therefore, the other clans fled into space to escape certain
death.

I:

what happened next?

RA:

the change of dimensions went terribly wrong. The home planet of the gods
exploded. The rocks of the asteroid belt are remnants of the planet that once
occupied this orbit.

I

I don't know much about astrophysics but I remember I heard that these rocks are
not enough to constitute the mass of an entire planet.

R

you heard right. The explosion scattered this planet's matter in all directions.
The rocks of the asteroid belt were blown in the direction of the former orbital
plane where they remained. The rest of this planet's matter now constitutes the
moons, the rings of matter around the gas planets, the meteors and the comets of the
Solar system. This is enough mass for a very big planet.
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I:

with their home planet destroyed the gods came here as fugitives?

RA:

yes.

I:

when did this happen?

RA:

about 5800 years ago; the time when centers of civilization suddenly appeared in
5 locations on this planet.

I:

and that's how religions and exploitation of the human population started.

RA:

exactly. All over the planet the same type of religious systems were implemented
even though the various clans of gods were bitter enemies. Each clan had to deal
with the problems of getting settled and to establish a support structure. For this
they coerced the services of the humans they had planted 45,000 years earlier.
Additionally, they mass-produced humans in biogenetic laboratories.

I:

and the gods were still fighting each other?

RA:

yes and no. Initially, there were no military confrontations. The gods were much
too busy establishing a solid basis for their survival. But they worked eagerly to
prepare the ground for victory by spiritual means.

I:

you need to explain that.

RA:

as I told you before the gods knew how to use spirituality for their purposes.
Therefore, some clans erected immense structures like pyramids, huge temples etc.
to lay claim to supremacy over this planet. These structures gave weight to the
spiritual claims they incorporated.

I:

fascinating.

RA:

indeed it is. This way the Serpent Clan was able to pull far ahead of all the other
clans. That the white race is dominating this planet goes back to the spiritual
patterns established by the Serpent Clan at that time.

I:

can anything be done to change that?

RA:

not as long as this world exists.

I:

how did the gods of the Serpent Clan do that?

RA:

with an ingenious plan. To win over the other clans the Serpent Clan erected the
heaviest structures on this planet and incorporated their spiritual claim in these
structures. This is where the pyramids on the Giza plateau come into the picture
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I:

I assume that the gods of the Serpent Clan knew about the superheavy structures of
the other clans. How could they make sure theirs were heavier than all the others?

RA:

by incorporating the heavens.

I:

the what?

RA:

the three pyramids of the Giza plateau are arranged in the same pattern as the stars
of Orion's belt. Furthermore, the surrounding pyramids were arranged in the same

pattern as the stars of the Orion constellation. Spiritually seen this incorporated the
masses of all these stars in the equation of the Egyptian gods.
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I:

and this way their claims won over the claims of the other gods?

RA:

The members of the Serpent Clan were also placing megaliths all over Europe. As
the British Ordnance Chart shows, these were arranged in the same order as the
stars and the star systems of the Northern and Southern hemisphere. This way
they actually incorporated the weight of the entire universe in their spiritual
equation.
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I:

how come the other clans did not incorporate stars into their spiritual equation?

RA:

they did.
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RA:

for instance, the Eagle Clan in Mexico erected huge pyramids to add the weight of
the Sun and of the Moon to their spiritual equation. These two pyramids and a
smaller one are arranged in a similar pattern as the pyramids of Giza. The pyramid
of the sun has nearly the same measurements as the great pyramid of Giza. Its
inclination and height are the only major difference.

I:

what's the difference?

RA:

the inclination of the great pyramid is 51.827 degrees and the one of the pyramid of
the sun is 32.494 degrees. The height of the great pyramid is 481.3949 feet and the
pyramid of the sun is 233.5 feet. Clearly, the great pyramid carries more weight
than the pyramid of the sun. Additionally, the Serpent Clan integrated an

entire star cluster as well as the entire universe into their spiritual claim and this
made and still makes all the difference.
I:

the other measurements are the same?

RA:

nearly. There are some excellent articles on the Internet comparing the pyramids.
Some authors went to great length to give a scientifically based comparison.
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I:

so the various clans of gods fought for supremacy over the planet with spiritual
means before there were any military encounters?

RA:

yes. But let's deal with the clans one by one.

I:

where do we start?

RA:

at the edge of the world before.

I:

don't you mean end?

RA:

no; edge is the right word. When the gods invaded this planet 5,800 years ago it did
not revolve around an axis. The world was the illuminated part. The dark half of the
planet did not belong to the world before, which we know as the paradise lost.

I:

so a world and a planet are two different things?

RA:

the planet is the physical realm. A world is the totality of all spiritual situations
existing on a planet in between breakdowns of the planet's electromagnetic field.

I:

what does that mean?

RA:

the universe is a threefold structure. Primarily it is a spiritual structure, secondly it
is an electromagnetic structure and only thirdly and lastly it is a material structure.
The planet belongs to the material and electromagnetic realm, the world belongs to
the spiritual realm, the realm of the quantum vacuum as science calls it.

I:

I have no clue what this means.

RA:

you are using a computer every day, right?

I:

right.

RA:

your computer is the hard ware. To make it do things you need software. - Well, the
matter realm corresponds to the hardware, the spiritual realm corresponds to the
software, which runs everything in the matter realm.

I:

right.

RA:

when you eat; first you decide to eat. That's your energy/software issuing a
command to eat and then your body gets going doing whatever is necessary to
execute this command. You eat!

I:

I never thought of it this way.

RA:

now you know and this is important that you do because you'll need this newly
found knowledge to understand what you are going to hear. But let's go back to the
edge of the world before.

I:

yes. You said the planet did not revolve around an axis.

RA:

that's right.

I:

let's keep this simple: the planet did not revolve around an axis because it was in a
positive dimension and the world ended where the dark side began because …

RA:

because on the dark side there were no people.

I:

ok. That makes sense.

The Serpent Clan

History of the Serpent Clan of Egypt
Appr. 3800 BC invasion of the Garden of Eden. Settling and getting established throughout
Egypt, Libya and Nubia. Each god had a city to himself; developed own version of religion
and mythology.

Appr. 3100 BC a major natural disaster destroyed the Garden of Eden - the end of paradise.
Recovery took more than a century. From about 2950 BC the original gods established a
centralized form of mythology, government, planning and development of Egypt. The
pre-dynastic period prepared for the building projects of the Old Kingdom: from about
2600 BC building of the Pyramids of Giza. From about 2500 BC preparations were made
for a change of dimensions. Stonehenge, Carnac and similar sites were built. In 2154 BC an
attempt to make a change of dimensions brought terrible destruction and chaos to Egypt.
The climate changed. The end of the Old Kingdom.

After 2154 chaos reigned throughout Egypt. Breakdown of the central government.
Successful rebellion of the deities. Except for the four Teutonic gods who were involved in
the preparations to attempt the change of dimensions all the gods were killed. Amun,
formerly minor deity of Thebes, assumed supreme power; extends his reign throughout
Egypt. The Middle Kingdom ensued as a period of major successes for the Serpent Clan
deities The Serpent Clan annihilated the Bull Clan and annexed its territory. Major
production of humans and deities from about 2000 BC carried the Serpent Clan

expansion as far as India to the East, throughout the Mediterranean, to the Americas by
approximately 1650 BC and to Atlantis by approximately 1600 BC. Defeat of the Dragon
Clan around 1700 BC. - These dates are approximations and assumptions.

By about 1500 BC another attempt to change the worlds was made. The Atlanteans
interfered and made the new dimension hostile to gods and deities. Therefore, the change
went terribly wrong for the Serpents and the New World became a world for humans only.
The gods and deities of all the clans and the Atlanteans perished through the forces of
nature unleashed by the cataclysmic events accompanying the change of dimensions.

The explosion of the volcanic Island of Thera devastated the Mediterranean; second
intermediary period. The New Kingdom followed without gods or deities. Religious
practices continue but as a means to assure supreme power for the Pharaohs.

Internet sources:
Map of ancient Egypt, list of Egyptian gods, museum of Cairo, Egyptian Temples,
Relevant names: original gods: Ptah and his capital of Memphis, Hathor and subsequent
incarnation as Sekhmet; Ra and Bes. The Teutonic gods Thor and his wife Sif; Freyr and
his wife Hel. Deities of the succession posing as gods: in Egypt, Amun and his wife Mut;
his stronghold was Thebes with neighboring Karnak and Luxor. In India Indra and his
pantheon. In Persia Mithras and his pantheon. In Greece Zeus and the other deities of his
pantheon.

From the above links further links can be contacted. The amount of information and
pictures is close to overwhelming. Be careful though not to get confused by the
mythological ado, which is common to all the pantheons. Please keep in mind that these
mythological stories were designed to confuse and to intimidate humans and they were not
explaining things as they really were. Stick to the facts and to the respective genealogies
and you'll find truly amazing insights into the workings of the gods and deities of the
Serpent Clan.

I

Interviewer

R

Rich Anders

I

what's today's topic?

R

a key that can open a massive door, which hitherto had blocked access to the past

I

meaning?

R

the Serpent Clan established very effective spiritual barriers to guard its secrets.
That's the door this dialogue will open.

I

what are the barriers you are talking a bout?

R

information given by the Serpent Clan, which in today's terms could be called
misinformation with a twist.

I

what's the twist?

R

spiritual mechanisms, which were established to keep the secrets of the clan secret.

I

you need to explain this.

R

ok. Mythology are the stories of gods and circumstances and events relating to
them. All the peoples of antiquity had their pantheon of gods and stories relating to
them.

I

what does that have to do with secrets?
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R

look at Bes, one of the original gods of the Serpent Clan. He is one of the few gods
who showed themselves to humans. The others must have been even uglier than
him. Their looks were one of the reasons that the gods were hiding behind
mythological mist.

I

the others were even uglier?

R

probably yes. Therefore, the primary purpose of information distributed by the
gods was to misguide, impress and intimidate humans. For instance, the gods knew
when a natural disaster was imminent. They announced it ahead of time as
punishment of the gods for sins of man. When the disaster hit humans assumed that
the gods really had sent it. This way humans believed that the gods had the power to
control the forces of nature and behaved in a way as not to invoke the wrath of the
gods again.

I

humans must have been in awe.

R

exactly. A further reason for distributing information to the general public as we
would say now was to show that gods could do something humans could not do.

I

for instance?

R

going to the underworld and coming back. For instance, the sun god went to the
underworld every evening and came back in the morning. Just imagine the horror

of the people at the thought that the sun god would be mad at them and decide to
stay away for a while or not come back again.
I

so what's the secret?

R

the secret behind all of this is that the gods established a huge set of lies that
humans could not recognize as such. These lies are called allegories and comprise
the mythological ado the gods used to intimidate and control humans. Allegories
and myths were all designed to establish the superiority of gods over their human
slaves.

I

and the Serpent Clan did this, as well?

R

the Serpents were better at it than any other clan. They went a step further and used
their stories to establish spiritual patterns, which in due time caused events they
wanted to happen.

I

how can this be done?

R

the believes of people are very effective means of creating spiritual patterns, which
cause specific events in the material plane when these patterns become effective.

I

do you mean to say that something people believe in at some point of time will
happen?

